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Chapter 781 Something Bad Has Happened  

Caroline answered the call absentmindedly. 

 

An anxious Alex exclaimed, “Caroline, are you available? Come and pick up Evan quickly! Il send you the 

location. Hurry! Something terrible has happened!” 

 

Caroline’s chest tightened with anxiety as she heard the urgency in Alex’s voice. Before she could ask 

any questions, Alex had already hung up. 

 

Caroline was on edge upon learning that something bad had occurred involving Alex. She tossed aside 

her blanket and hastily got dressed, just in time to receive the location from Alex. 

 

As she read the name “Wild Sides” listed in the location, Caroline suddenly felt a wave of relief. She 

deduced that Evan had probably been lured into having a drink with Lucas and Alex, who often tricked 

her into picking him up. She wondered, ‘How is this considered something bad? 

 

Frustrated, Caroline grabbed her phone, ready to decline Alex’s request, but he sent another photo just 

as she was about to. 

 

The image displayed Evan lying on a sofa with his eyes tightly shut and his face flushed scarlet. 

 

Caroline realized that her usually strong–willed boyfriend had been subjected to excessive drinking by 

his friends. 

 

She sighed. 

 

Caroline: [Alright, I’m on my way.] 

 

As she grabbed her jacket and car keys, she decided not to involve her bodyguard and drove to the club 

herself. 

 



Upon her arrival, Caroline headed straight to the private room in search of Evan. She opened the door 

only to find Evan alone. Alex and Lucas were nowhere in sight. 

 

Although Caroline was annoyed they had duped her, she managed to suppress her anger and walked 

over to Evan. She leaned in to take hold of his arm, preparing to help him sit up. 

 

To her surprise, Evan suddenly opened his eyes. 

 

The moment he recognized her, he pulled her into his arms, cupping the back of her head with his hands 

and kissing her passionately. 

 

Caroline, feeling his warm, alcohol–laden breath, tried to push him away and gasped. “Evan… Hmm… 

Your 

 

Evan released his tight grasp on her wrists, freeing one hand. He withdrew from Caroline’s lips, and she 

could see desire in his eyes in the dimly lit room. 

 

Evan implored, “Please, don’t push me away.” 

 

Caroline was taken aback and asked with concern, “What’s happening, Evan?”  

 

Consumed by desire, Evan replied, “I’ll explain later.” 

 

Unable to resist the overwhelming lust that coursed through his body, Evan pinned Caroline beneath 

him. 

 

His hot lips moved from her lips to the most sensitive part of her neck. 

 

Outside the room. 

 

Lucas and Alex quietly closed the door, having witnessed the scene. 



 

Alex signaled a passing waiter. “Hey, you there, wait a moment!” 

 

The waiter approached respectfully and asked, “How can I assist you, Mr. Price and Mr. Jensen?” 

 

Alex handed him his phone. “Il transfer 1,500 dollars to you if you guard this private room for us. 

Nobody is allowed to enter, no matter what happens inside.” 

 

The waiter accepted the money and positioned himself at the door without further questions. 

 

Alex then informed the duty manager before leaving the club with Lucas. 

 

As they waited by the entrance, Lucas expressed concern, “Alex, isn’t this a bit ruthless? Evan will surely 

figure out that we spiked his drink.” 

 

Alex shot a meaningful look at Lucas and replied, “With his self–control, when else would he take 

Caroline without our little assistance?” 

Chapter 782 I Know Your Answer  

Lucas said, “You have a point…” 

 

“So, we should keep creating opportunities for them!” Alex said. 

 

Lucas sighed heavily. “I fear well be in trouble when Evan sobers up.”  

 

Alex instantly became disheartened. “Now that you mention it, I think tomorrow will be the end of the 

 

world, too.” 

 

Lucas looked at him with disdain. “You’re such a coward!” 

 



“You too! Who’s the one scared out of their wits?” Alex raised his voice. 

 

Lucas glared at him. “Isn’t it your bad idea that dragged me into this? 

 

“Fuck! Didn’t you agree to do this right away? Are you trying to pick a fight. Lucas?” Alex said. 

 

Lucas quickly distanced himself from Alex. “I’m warning you. Let’s just talk and not get physical!” 

 

“Warning me? Fuck you! Mark my words: I’m going to confront you tonight!” 

 

At 3:00 a.m., Caroline lay in Evan’s arms, feeling so weak and tired that she couldn’t even open her eyes. 

 

Evan kissed her forehead, his eyes filled with guilt. “I’m sorry. Those two guys spiked my drinks when i 

 

was a bit tipsy.” 

 

Caroline said wearily, “Would you still have acted on your desires if it weren’t me who came today?” 

 

“No. I only wanted you. They wouldn’t have let anyone else in,” Evan replied. 

 

Caroline slowly opened her eyes and met Evan’s calm gaze. “So, you’re saying both of them were still 

 

around? 

 

“Yes. They only left after ensuring you were here, given their personalities.” 

 

Caroline didn’t speak but made a great effort to sit up. Her body was sore. “I should go home.” 

 

Evan helped her get dressed and asked, ‘Caroline, when will you be able to accept me?” 



 

Caroline tensed up. Scott had asked her the same question earlier. 

 

‘Can I accept him before his father faces the consequences? Caroline licked her swollen lips. ‘I’ve been 
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accepting him sooner or later?‘ 

 

Caroline made up her mind. She took a deep breath, preparing to turn and answer when Evan said, “I 

know your answer.” 

 

Caroline turned to look at him in confusion. “What do you know?” 

 

Evan seemed conflicted. “You can’t make a choice until the issue is fully resolved.” 

 

Caroline furrowed her brow. “Why do you always decide for me?” 

 

“Isn’t that your intention? Your hesitation speaks volumes. If you can’t bring yourself to say certain 

things, isn’t it better that I speak for you?” Evan elaborated. 

 

Caroline sighed out of frustration. “Evan, can you please stop speculating about me? I had already 

decided to reconcile with you earlier, and now you’re telling me this?” 

 

Evan was shocked and stared at her. “What did you say again?” 

 



Caroline explained, “I was hesitant earlier because I was thinking that our situation isn’t much differe 

from other dating couples now. If it’s going to happen sooner or later, why not decide in advance?” 

Evan’s mind went blank upon hearing that. 

Chapter 783 Shouldn’t Analyze This Matter  

Evan couldn’t believe that Caroline had agreed to reconcile with him out of the blue. He went from 

initial disappointment to feeling validated. After waiting for five years, she had finally agreed to be with 

him again. 

 

The rush of blood through his body surged to his head, and excitement filled his heart, making it feel like 

it might leap out of his chest. 

 

Despite the situation, Evan tried to remain calm on the surface. He stood up and made his way to 

Caroline, hugging her tightly before she could speak. He wished he could fuse with Caroline so they 

would never part again. 

 

Caroline felt suffocated by his hug, so she patted Evan’s shoulder. “Evan-” 

 

“Thank you.” Evan’s shaky voice sounded before Caroline could finish her sentence. “Thank you for 

choosing to return to me again…” 

 

Caroline’s gaze turned gentle. She stopped resisting and slowly wrapped her arms around Evan’s back. 

They held each other in silence, their connection more powerful than words. 

 

Alex and Lucas couldn’t sleep all night due to fear. They woke up early and headed to MK for 

punishment. 

 

When they arrived at Evan’s office and knocked on the door, Evan’s deep voice replied, “Come in.” 

 

Lucas and Alex looked at each other but didn’t move. 

 

Lucas panicked and urged, “Open the door, Alex!” 

 



Alex glared at Lucas. “Why don’t you open it? Didn’t you get the drug, for fuck’s sake?” 

 

Lucas retorted, “Weren’t you the one who ordered me to do it?” 

 

Alex replied, “And didn’t you partake in 117”  

 

They were so engrossed in arguing that they didn’t notice Reuben witnessing everything from behind 

 

them. 

 

“Uh…” Reuben asked with a forced smile, “Why are you two standing in front of Mr. Jordan’s office?” 

 

Lucas and Alex turned to look at Reuben abruptly. Lucas stepped forward and grabbed him. “Reuben! 

Come and help us sort this out. Who do you think is in the wrong?” 
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Evan didn’t see the visitors outside as he finished checking through two documents. He frowned, got up. 

and opened the door. He saw the three men arguing frantically with their backs to him. 

 

Lucas said, “So, all in all, it’s Alex’s fault!” 

 

Alex replied, “I don’t care what you think! Let Reuben sort this out for us if you have the guts!” 

 

Reuben said, “Uh, you shouldn’t analyze this matter like this…” 



 

Evan’s expression turned solemn as he listened to the conversation. He was furious and said coldly. 

 

What do you think my company is?” 

 

Their backs tensed up abruptly when they heard Evan’s voice. Then, they turned their heads to look at 

 

Evan and forced hideous smiles. 

 

“Hahah, it’s Evan…” Alex chuckled awkwardly. 

 

Lucas said, “Are you done with work, Evan?” 

 

Reuben quickly added, “Sir!” 

 

Evan commanded, “Get in here, everyone!” 

 

The four of them sat in the office. 

 

Lucas and Alex attended to Evan’s needs, getting him coffee and massaging his back obediently, like at 

 

bunch of lackeys. 

Chapter 784 I Told You Explicitly  

Alex stood behind Evan and signaled Lucas with his eyes. 

 

Lucas braced himself and asked, “Were you okay last night, Evan? 

 

Evan glanced at both of them and replied, “Hmm, Caroline and I have made up.” 

 



“Ah, you reconciled.” Alex nodded in a daze. 

 

Lucas was catching on and said, “Ah, I see. You reconciled.” 

 

After a moment, their eyes widened in shock, 

 

“Hold on! Have you two reconciled?” Lucas and Alex exclaimed simultaneously. 

 

Evan frowned. “Do you have any objections?” 

 

Alex leaned in with excitement, “Why would we? Did Caroline suggest it, or did you bring it up?” 

 

Lucas chimed in. “It doesn’t matter who initiated it. The important thing is that you’re back together, 

Evan. Have you thought about the next step?” 

 

Evan looked incredulous. What do you mean by ‘next step?”  

 

Lucas clarified, “The next step is to rekindle your romance, of course!” 

 

Alex added, “In other words, you can’t just sit around after reconciling. You need to start dating again!” 

 

Evan asked, “And then?” 

 

Lucas explained, “You should send her flowers and gifts and take her out for meals.” 

 

Alex chimed in. “Definitely! You should send her a bouquet of roses at least once a day!” 

 

Lucas agreed, “I think so, too! Let Caroline know that she’s the most loved woman in the world!” 

 



In the afternoon, the receptionist called out to Caroline as she arrived at the company. 

 

“Ms. Shenton, there’s a gift for you.” 

 

The receptionist struggled to lift the massive bouquet of roses from the chair. 

 

Caroline’s eyes widened in surprise at the enormous bouquet.. 
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There must be at least 99 roses in there,” she thought. 

 

It was evident that the bouquet was from Evan. 

 

Caroline picked up the bouquet and headed for the elevator, sighing. 

 

Josie was surprised to see the roses when she arrived at the office. “You have an admirer, Ms. 

Shenton?” 

 

Caroline smiled. “It’s from my boyfriend.” 

 

Josie was curious, “Who’s your boyfriend, Ms. Shenton?” 

 

Caroline replied, “Please, don’t be nosy, Josie.” 

 

Josie grinned. “Alright, Ms. Shenton. I wish you happiness!” 

 



Caroline entered her office with a smile, then called Evan as she closed the door. 

 

Evan answered with a smile, “Why- 

 

“Are you very wealthy, Evan?” Caroline interrupted him, her happiness not as evident as he expected. 

 

Evan’s smile faded, “You don’t like the flowers I got you?” 

 

Caroline sat on the sofa. “You must remember I told you I don’t like these, right?” 

 

“Aren’t women into this sort of thing?” Evan asked, slightly perplexed. 

 

Caroline replied, “Have you ever seen flower arrangements or gardens in my yard?” 

 

Evan asked, “Then what do you like?” 

 

Caroline smiled and suggested, “Why don’t you focus more on your work instead of spending your 

energy on this? Thank you for the flowers. I appreciate the thought.” 

 

Evan smiled. “Are you free for dinner tonight?” 

 

Caroline declined without hesitation, “No, I have plans for the evening.” 

 

Evan sounded displeased. “Are you sure you want to decline our first date? What could be more 

Important than me?” 

 

Chapter 785 Worked Out  

Caroline said, “It’s not that the matter is important, but the person is, I need to meet him to talk. I’ll ask 

you out next time, okay?” 

 



Evan was familiar with Caroline and knew that trying to get her to reveal who this person was would be 

futile. 

 

Evan asked, “Shall I wait for you at Bayview Villa, then?” 

 

“Alright. Please help pick up the children. Are you staying at Bayview Villa tonight?‘ Caroline asked. 

 

Evan replied, “What’s wrong with me spending the night with my woman? 

 

Caroline blushed and added, “Just be careful, Intense exercise can sometimes hurt your back.” 

 

Soon after, Caroline hung up, leaving Evan in shock. He stared at his phone screen, pondering, ‘Did she 

tell me to be careful? Does she think I’m so old that intimacy can hurt my back?!” 

 

Evan began to understand that Caroline might be playing hard to get. 

 

That night, Caroline met Pete at a cafe. She finished a glass of water as she waited for him. 

 

Pete approached, greeting Caroline from afar and talking briefly to the cashier before taking a seat 

across 

 

from her. He asked with a smile, “Ms. Shenton, was the evidence I provided satisfactory?” 

 

“It’s not bad,” she remarked and then produced an envelope. 

 

The envelope was filled with money, surprising Pete. “What do you mean by this, Ms. Shenton?” 

 

Caroline pushed the envelope toward him, saying. “This is your compensation. If you can work more 

 

efficiently next time, you’ll be rewarded generously.” 



 

Pete took the envelope and stashed it in his bag. “Thank you, Ms. Shenton. The family’s expenses are 

 

quite substantial.” 

 

Caroline instructed, “Find a way to watch her at all times. She must have other malicious tricks up her 

 

sleeve after her failed attempt to harm my children.” 

 

Pete assured her, “Don’t worry, Ms. Shenton. I’ll keep a close eye on her.” 

 

Meanwhile, at Jordan Residence. 

 

Daniella called Azure to request a timeframe. 

 

The call went through, but a prerecorded message played: “Sorry, the number you have dialed is 

currently- unavailable.” 

 

Daniella was stunned and called again, hearing the same tone. 

 

An idea struck Daniella. ‘Azure is cutting off all ties with me!‘ 

 

Clutching her phone tightly, Daniella realized that Azure’s move was quite clever. No one would know 

what Azure had done when Paige got sick as long as Azure distanced herself from Daniella. 

 

Daniella relaxed her grip on her phone and acknowledged the shrewdness of Azure’s action. Despite 

feeling displeased about being used and dumped, it seemed to be working out. 

 

She sneered, looking forward to seeing Paige in despair. 

 



Just then, someone knocked on her door. 

 

Daniella’s smile faded, and she opened the door. 

 

Bernard greeted her with a smile and said, “Ms. Love, Master Jordan would like to speak with you.” 

 

Daniella shot Bernard a contemptuous look. ‘In the study?” 

 

Bernard confirmed, “Yes, Ms. Love.” 

 

Daniella ran her hand through her hair and headed downstairs with an air of arrogance.  

 

Draco had just brewed a pot of coffee in the study when Daniella walked in. 

Chapter 786 End up With Loose Ends  

Draco glanced at Daniella and said, “Sit.” 

 

Daniella obeyed, taking a seat next to the coffee table in silence. 

 

Draco gave her instructions, “Tomorrow morning, wait at Anjou District, Mourive Highway, Pelf 

Neighborhood. A man will come to pick you up there.” 

 

Curious, Daniella asked, “What’s my task?” 

 

Draco leisurely sipped his coffee and replied, “He’ll provide you with a car sporting a fake license plate. 

Once you have the car, Bernard will inform you of the location. Go there and wait.” 

 

Suspicious, Daniella questioned, “Are you trying to use me to harm Neil?” 

 

Draco taunted, “Are you afraid to do it? What happened to the courage you had when you killed 

someone? 



 

Daniella retorted, “I’m not afraid, but I’m concerned about the person you’re sending. Is it a police 

officer or one of your associates?” 

 

Draco sneered. “Do you think I’d still be here if I cooperated with the police? If you lack confidence, 

 

Bernard can accompany you to ensure there are no loose ends.” 

 

Seeing Draco take the bait, Daniella pretended to be angry. “Are you worried about loose ends? Or are 

your 

 

afraid I’ll leave once I have the car with the fake license plate?” 

 

Draco responded coldly. He was indeed concerned about the operation and believed it necessary for 

 

Bernard to accompany Daniella to document her involvement in the crime. 

 

‘A woman like her can’t remain with the Jordans. I must seize this opportunity to eliminate two 

problems 

 

at once,‘ he thought.. 

 

Draco stated firmly, “The decision is final, and there’s no room for objection. Return to your room and 

prepare yourself mentally tonight.” 

 

Daniella also had no desire to remain with Draco any longer, so she turned and headed back to her 

room. 

 

After locking her door, she sent a text to Nell. 

 



Daniella: [Neil, Evan’s father is about to commence his operation. I suspect he may have learned your 

schedule for tomorrow and ordered me to crash my car into you at a specific location.] 

 

Upon receiving Daniella’s text, Nell looked up at his secretary, who was organizing his files before him. 

He 
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Neil put down his phone and pretended to be clueless, asking, “What’s on my schedule for tomorrow?” 

 

Ryan Crest, the secretary, was taken aback. He set aside the folder and replied, “Mr. Xander, you’re 

scheduled to inspect the pharmaceutical factory’s equipment in the development area tomorrow.” 

 

Neil met Ryan’s gaze, and his expression gradually stiffened. He commented with a smile, “Is there 

 

something wrong with my appearance, Mr. Xander?” 

 

After a brief silence, Neil smiled and said, “Your tie appears a bit worn. It might be time for a new one.” 

 

Ryan quickly checked his tie, apologizing, “I’m sorry if it affected my appearance, Mr. Xander.” 

 

Neil looked away and said, “No problem. It’s getting late. You can stop organizing and head home.”  

 

Once the door was closed, Neil clenched his fists tightly. He hadn’t expected Draco to target those 

 

around him despite Draco’s recent inaction. 

 

Neil dialed Axel’s number and asked for help, “Axel, I need you to investigate someone. I’ll send you 

their bank account number. Check if they’ve had any significant financial transactions recently.” 

 



Axel agreed, “Of course, Uncle Neil.” 

 

Neil sent Axel the necessary information and then switched to Daniella’s conversation. 

 

Neil: [Noted. I’ll be prepared for tomorrow.] 

 

Daniella hid her phone after reading that. 

 

Half an hour later, Neil received a message from Axel. 

 

Axel: [Uncle Neil, I’ve sent you the transaction history in a document format. Please review it.] 

Chapter 787 Planning to Move In  

Neil: [Thank you, Axel.] 

 

Axel: [Don’t mention it, Uncle Neil.] 

 

Neil opened his laptop, and to his surprise, he found that Ryan had received a 400,000–dollar 

transaction just two days ago. Neil’s face contorted in anger as he gazed at the numbers. 

 

“No matter how well you treat some people, they can’t resist the allure of money! If that’s the case, I’ll 

follow Draco’s plan and do what needs to be done tomorrow!” Neil exclaimed. 

 

At 8:30 p.m., Caroline returned to Bayview Villa. She spotted Evan and Tyler in the living room, engaged 

in a game of chess, sitting across from each other.  

 

Approaching them, Caroline asked, “Are you playing chess?” 

 

Tyler glanced up, his face displaying displeasure. “Mommy, do you know how sly and cunning this man 

is? 

 



Evan smirked. “Choosing to belittle when you can’t match someone’s skills? Your mom doesn’t support 

this bad habit.” 

 

Caroline was surprised to be brought into the conversation suddenly. 

 

Tyler quickly corrected himself, saying, “I misspoke. Let’s start over.” 

 

Evan stood up and declared, “A man should keep his word. We agreed to just three rounds.” 

 

Tyler clenched his fist. “Can’t you go easy on a boy more than two decades younger than you?” 

 

Evan locked eyes with Tyler. “I can go easy on you, but will the world? You must learn to accept both 

success and failure, as that’s how your opportunities will grow.” 

 

Caroline intervened, “Evan, you’re being too tough on Ty.” 

 

“He’s not a child anymore. It’s time for him to learn about the harsh realities of the world,” Evan said. 

 

Caroline chose not to argue with Evan. Instead, she knelt down and held Tyler’s hands. “Ty, it’s normal 

to lose a chess game when you’re new to it. You’re already remarkable for having talents others don’t. 

Let’s not rush things and take it slow, okay?” 

 

The reluctance in Tyler’s eyes transformed into determination. “I’ll beat him one day, Mommy!” 

 

Caroline sighed. “Ty, being overly competitive isn’t always a good thing.” 

 

“This is how a man should bel” Evan chimed in just as Caroline’s voice faded. 

 

Caroline was rendered speechless but understood that the two parents had different educational 

philosophies. It might be beneficial for Tyler and Axel to build resilience through Evan’s approach. 



 

After getting the children to wash up, Caroline returned to her room. 

 

Evan was already waiting on the sofa, dressed in a black bathrobe with a slightly open collar revealing 

his chest. His hair wasn’t fully dry, and water droplets trickled down from his hair to his chest, creating 

an alluring atmosphere in the room. 

 

Caroline blushed and looked away. “Why did you bring your bathrobe?” 

 

Evan shifted his gaze from his phone. “Why don’t you check your walk–in closet?” 

 

Caroline was stunned and walked over to the closet. She saw a row of men’s attire, as well as watches 

and ties, on the glass shelf. 

 

She was at a loss for words, thinking, ‘Is he planning to move his things here? 

 

Closing the closet door, Caroline asked, “Are you planning to move in with me?” 

 

Evan raised an eyebrow and looked at her with interest. “Don’t I get to stay in my woman’s house?” 

 

Caroline approached him and questioned, “But you have your own place. Why do we need to live 

together? 

 

Evan’s smile gradually faded. “Haven’t you considered us moving in together before?” 

 

Chapter 788 Are You Asleep?  

“I wouldn’t put it that way.” 

 

Caroline felt uneasy about moving in together so suddenly. She moved closer to Evan and sat down. “It 

seems like we’re rushing things. Most people take it step by step in their relationships. Are we skipping 

steps just because we have children?” 



 

“Is this your opinion, or are you worried it might make the kids uncomfortable?” Evan asked. 

 

Caroline hesitated. “I think you can handle talking to the kids, but I-” 

 

Before she could finish her sentence, Evan pulled her close in a tight embrace. 

 

“Caroline, I just don’t want to be far from you. I’m afraid of losing you again,” Evan said in a deep voice, 

his fast heartbeat echoing in the hug. 

 

Despite her initial reluctance to move in together, Caroline could feel Evan’s uneasiness, and she found 

herself becoming more accepting. 

 

Caroline smiled. “I understand. I won’t ask you to leave.” 

 

Just then, the bedroom door suddenly swung open, and Kenny barged in, interrupting the intimate 

moment. 

 

Caroline pulled away from Evan, feeling utterly embarrassed. 

 

Evan’s expression turned solemn as he glared at Kenny. “Could you knock first?” 

 

Kenny stared at them in shock. “G! Were you guys about to take the next step? Did I interrupt 

something?” 

 

“No. Why the sudden visit?” Caroline said. 

 

Kenny showed the food in his hand. “I brought some supper to share. I didn’t know Evan was here.” 

 

Caroline blushed. “It’s fine. You can have it yourself.” 



 

Kenny nodded and quickly closed the door. 

 

Evan looked displeased. “I think you should ask Kenny to find another place to stay.” 

 

“He’s not usually like this. I’m sure he has something to discuss with me but can’t say it with you here,” 

she said. 

 

“What if you were changing earlier? He might have seen everything.” Evan’s tone turned cold and 

jealous. 

 

“I’ll remind him about privacy. But he’s been a big help with the kids when I’m busy,” Caroline replied. 

 

Evan looked tense. ‘If this happens again, I won’t hesitate to pack his bags and ask him to leave.” 

 

“Whose house is this, anyway? she wondered. 

 

Outside, Kenny sighed and felt a sense of loneliness. He realized that his enjoyable dinner times with 

Caroline might be over now that Evan had moved in. 

 

“Who will I share my meals with now? It’s too much for one person,‘ he thought.  

 

Kenny noticed that Tyler and Axel’s bedroom lights were still on. He walked over and softly knocked on 

the door. “Hey, Ty, Axel, are you guys asleep?” 

 

Soft footsteps came from inside, and Tyler opened the door. Kenny could see the three children looking 

at him with lively eyes. 

 

Kenny suppressed a smile and entered the room. He chuckled and whispered, “You guys are staying up 

late behind your mom’s back!” 

 



Liora shushed him. “Don’t make noise, Uncle Kenny!” 

 

Kenny nodded. “Alright, I get it. Come on, let’s share my supper.” 

 

The three children and Kenny gathered around a small table. 

 

Kenny glanced at the two laptops that were on and asked, “Ty, Axel, are you working on the laptops 

again? 

Chapter 789 You’re Not Leaving, Right?  

Tyler and Axel exchanged one glance. They could not come up with a reason why they were still on the 

computer so late at night. 

 

On the other hand, Liora chimed in. “Uncle Kenny, I’m up because my brothers woke me with all that 

noisy typing!” 

 

Kenny nodded, acknowledging the noisy keyboards. “You’re right. It’s Saturday tomorrow. How about 

we go out?” 

 

“No!” The three children immediately rejected the idea in unison. 

 

They didn’t want to relive the experience of being leashed like dogs, as they had in the past. 

 

With food in his mouth, Kenny added, “Your mom is spending time with another man. Don’t you want to 

rely on me?” 

 

Tyler didn’t hold back, exposing Kenny mercilessly. “It seems like you’re the one relying on us. If he 

weren’t here, you’d be having dinner with Mommy.” 

 

Kenny looked dejected. “I feel abandoned when you put it that way.” 

 



Axel chimed in. “Uncle Kenny, have you noticed that Mommy has been doing much better since she and 

Daddy reconciled?” 

 

Kenny contemplated it for a moment. “You might be onto something. Well, as long as she’s happy.” 

 

Liora put down her food and threw herself into Kenny’s arms. She looked up with concern in her eyes 

and asked, “Uncle Kenny, you’re not leaving, are you?” 

 

Kenny reassured her, “Why would I leave?” 

 

Liora pressed, “You might feel like a third wheel and move out.” 

 

Kenny replied, “What’s wrong with being a third wheel? I won’t interfere as long as your mom doesn’t 

ask me to leave. Besides, you never know how Evan will treat your mom. I can keep her company If they 

have another fight.” 

 

Tyler couldn’t help but ask, “Do you have feelings for Mommy?” 

 

Kenny shook his head vigorously. “No, Tyler. Your mom and I are just like siblings!” 

 

Tyler teased, “Too bad. I was hoping for a love triangle.” 

 

Kenny scolded him, “Ty, you’re quite mature for your age. You might get in trouble if your mom hears 

you say that!” 

 

Kenny then turned to Axel and asked, ‘Why aren’t you eating, Axel?* 

 

Axel shook his head. “I can’t eat that. I’ll eat when I get better.” 

 

Suddenly, a beep emanated from the laptop, grabbing the attention of Axel and Tyler. They quickly got 

up and rushed over to the laptop. 



 

Axel assumed a serious expression as he sat down and began typing rapidly. Shortly after, a page 

displaying a location appeared on the screen. 

 

Kenny looked at the laptop in astonishment. “What’s going on? What’s that place with the blinking red 

dot? 

 

Axel instructed Tyler, ‘Get on your laptop and start tracking! 

 

Tyler swiftly took his place in front of the laptop, typing away. However, the red dot disappeared from 

the map, possibly due to Tyler’s delayed response, leading him to express his frustration, “Darnit! I lost it 

again!” 

 

Kenny was bewildered. “What’s happening?” 

 

Axel sighed and turned to Kenny, explaining, “Daddy’s company’s firewall has been repeatedly attacked, 

and the intentions of the other party are still unclear. But it’s certainly provocative.” 

 

Kenny pondered. “If it’s not provocative, could they be looking for an easier way in?” 

 

Tyler looked at Kenny in puzzlement. 

 

Kenny clarified, “Evan has so many companies. Maybe they’re trying to determine which is most 

important to him.” 

Chapter 790 I Can’t Come With You  

Axel and Tyler stared at Kenny in astonishment. 

 

Kenny scratched his head. “I’m just saying it casually. I’m not the CEO of MK, so I don’t know if Evan has 

any rivals.” 

 

Axel looked disheartened. “Uncle Kenny might have a point.” 



 

Tyler asked, “How many MK companies are currently under attack?” 

 

Axel replied, “It’s safe to say all the companies have been targeted, but no significant progress has been 

made.” 

 

Kenny pondered for a moment. “Which company has faced the most attacks?” 

 

Axel seemed taken aback. “Honestly, I haven’t kept track of that.” 

 

Tyler furrowed his brow. “It’s clear they’re trying to divert our attention, and we’ve lost sight of our 

primary target. 

 

Axel realized, “All we’ve been doing is tracking this person’s location, but we haven’t paid attention to 

the number of attacks on the companies.” 

 

Tyler turned to Axel. “Can we calculate it now?” 

 

“Sure, but only Daddy can do that. We’ll have to arrange a meeting with the IT departments of all the 

companies to tally the total number of attacks.” 

 

Tyler leaned back in his chair. “Are you going to talk to him about it?” 

 

Axel replied, “I’ll find the right moment, but we can’t change our next steps, or they’ll definitely notice. 

something’s amiss.” 

 

Kenny observed the two children in shock. “I want to take you out to play even more after seeing how 

anxious you are.” 

 

Tyler and Axel looked at Kenny simultaneously. 

 



Kenny explained, “Maybe a change of scenery will spark some fresh ideas?” 

 

Liora yawned, having eavesdropped on their conversation. 

 

“Uncle Kenny…” Liora softly called out. 

 

Kenny looked down at her. “What’s up, Lia?” 

 

“I’m tired. Can you hold me while I sleep?” Liora rubbed her eyes. 

 

Kenny put down his phone and gently cradled Liora in his arms. “Of course, I’ll hold you while you 

sleep.” 

 

Tyler and Axel hushed when they noticed Liora had drifted off to sleep. 

 

Kenny checked his phone and browsed travel websites. In the end, he booked a trip to a ski resort and 

told the children, “Let’s go skiing tomorrow!” 

 

The following day, Caroline was getting ready to wake the children for breakfast when she crossed 

paths. with Kenny, exiting the room. 

 

“G, let’s take the kids skiing today!” 

 

Caroline looked at him in puzzlement: ‘Skiing?” 

 

“Yes! Invite Paige and Alex as well. As the weather warms up, there won’t be as many entertainment 

options for the children,” Kenny suggested. 

 

Caroline smiled. “That sounds like a great idea. Let me check if Evan wants to join.'” 

 



‘Sure.* 

 

Caroline returned to the room and asked Evan, who was getting dressed, “Kenny suggested we go skiing. 

Would you like to join?” 

 

Evan said without hesitation, “I can’t come with you today. I have other matters to attend to.” 

 

“Alright. I’ll prepare everything for the kids, then.” Caroline left the room. 

 

After Caroline departed, Evan grabbed his phone and called Neil. 

 

He arranged for someone to send real–time voice recordings from Draco’s study to Neil. 

 

Evan couldn’t understand why Neil hadn’t approached him to discuss a strategy after Draco had 

unveiled his plan the day before. 

 

Neil picked up shortly. “Evan.” 

 

Evan stated, “I assume you’ve received the voice recording. What’s your plan for today?” 

 

Neil sat in his chair and glanced at the restrained Ryan in front of him. “Danlella provided me with an 

update, and I’ve already devised a plan to deal with it.” 

 

Evan said, “If you need any help, just let me know.” 

 

Neil remained silent for a moment. “Don’t take any action yet. I’ll get Bernard first, leaving your father 

without his right–hand man. He’ll be more cooperative then.” 


